
 

 

 

 

  

Grades 3-6 
32 paragraph cards for practicing questioning. 
 
 

  Mix of fiction and nonfiction  
  Card tracking sheet and poster included 
  Great for fast finishers or centers 

     

 
 



Use these 32 Questioning Task Cards to reinforce 
this important reading strategy. The cards are split 
evenly between fiction and nonfiction paragraphs. 
Students can answer on notebook paper and track 
their progress on the included recording sheet. 
Because these cards are open-ended, you can 
differentiate by requiring a different number of 
questions depending on the learner's ability. 
Another option is to challenge students to come up 
with as many questions as they can for a specific 
card. Students could also answer verbally in group 
discussions.  
 
Also included is the Challenge Card to the right for 
extending the activity. Simply combine this card 
with any of the fiction cards for an interesting 
creative writing activity. In addition, there is a 
Questioning Poster that can be displayed at your 
literacy center or be used as classroom decor. 
 
These cards will look best in color, but will also 
print out fine in grayscale. Simply print and cut 
along the guidelines. Laminate and use them again 
and again.  Another option is to print on card stock. 
The label card on this page can be used for your 
Reading Strategies Center or on the  container or 
baggie you use to hold the cards.  
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Write the next part of the 
story. Answer at least 
two of your questions  
in the part that you  
write.  
 

 

1 

Visit www.task-cards.com  for more ideas for using task 
cards. 

http://www.task-cards.com/
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On June 6, 1889, a worker in a 
cabinet making shop accidentally 
allowed a pot of glue to boil over. The  
glue caught fire and the fire quickly  
spread. The volunteer fire department could 
not put out the fire, which destroyed nearly 
32 blocks. Even though the fire caused a 
great deal of damage, the people of Seattle 
began to rebuild almost  
immediately. 
 

What questions could you  

ask about this paragraph? 

 

What are two questions you  

have about this paragraph? 

2 

 
Jenina held tight to Kytal's mane 
as they raced across the meadow.  
Alkar was still far ahead, but they were 
gaining on him. Kytal was the fastest horse 
in the kingdom, but would he be fast 
enough? Jenina knew she 
had to catch Alkar before  
he reached the Time Cave.  
 

What questions could you  

ask about this paragraph? 

 

3 
Meerkats are small mammals that 
live in Kalahari desert in Africa.  
Meerkats eat mostly insects and 
must forage for food every day. Meerkats 
look for food in groups. One meerkat serves 
as the lookout while the others forage. If the 
lookout senses a predator, it will bark 
loudly and each of the meerkats will jump 
into the nearest burrow to hide. 
 

What questions could you  

ask about this paragraph? 

 

4 

 
 
"Where is it?" Emily thought as  
she searched frantically through 
every drawer in her dresser. She was  
sure she had put it under her sweaters, but it 
wasn't there! It wasn't anywhere.  

 

What questions could you  

ask about this paragraph? 

 

1 



            Name ____________________________________ 

 
 

 
      Use this chart to keep track of the Questioning Task Cards that you have completed.     
  Remember to have your teacher initial or stamp the   column. 

Card # Date Completed  
 

Card # Date Completed  

1   17   

2   18   

3   19   

4   20   

5   21   

6   22   

7   23   

8   24   

9   25   

10   26   

11   27   

12   28   

13   29   

14   30   

15   31   

16   32   
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 Who, what, where, when,  
why, and how? 
 

 What are you confused 
about? 
 

 What do you wonder? 
 

 What does the author 
want you to know?  
 
 

Ask yourself questions while you read: 
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You can find ways to facilitate 
creative and critical thinking at  
www.minds-in-bloom.com 

TpT Store:  http://www.rachel-lynette.com 

Thank you so much for downloading this 
preview. You can get more Task Cards for a 
variety of subjects here:  http://bit.ly/sZYtu1 
   

   

 

 
 

 

 

You may also want to check out: 
   

Literature Response for Any Book  http://bit.ly/g5Jp7g 

Spelling Activities for Any List   http://bit.ly/hoTejc 
Poetry Writing Unit     http://bit.ly/iriWOx 

Figurative Language  Printables  http://bit.ly/tGbKRN 

Category Brainstorm     http://bit.ly/uXxlY1 

 
 

 

  ready-to-use 
  highly rated 
  Focused on higher level thinking skills 
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